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  - Naturally, we also expect filtering to vary over time.
  - We may also expect organizations to have one filtering regime, even across a state.
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- The website actively presents potentially blocked content, allowing users to verify if it is blocked.
- OpenNet Initiative’s methods vary, but include direct investigation and liason with volunteers in blocked regions.
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- Retrieved a list of 278 DNS servers across China from the APNIC WHOIS database.
- Selected the top 80 reported blocked websites according to HERDICT.
- Performed a DNS query for each site to each server.
- We also have code to scan China, with a relatively light touch, for DNS servers, but have not deemed it necessary at this point.
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Results have not yet been analysed, but some initial observations:

- Many blocked sites are listed as non-existent in the majority of DNS servers tested.
- Several servers return no result for most blocked sites, but occasionally redirect requests to other DNS servers before doing so.
  - One server in Zhongxin returns a normal response for baidu.com.cn, but redirects to a Beijing server when asked about wujie.net, which then returns no result.
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- Evidence of lying on behalf of a number of servers:
  - vujie.net is redirected to a number of IPs, but 161 servers that returned a response directed to only 9 separate IPs – none of which appear to offer services, and are apparently unrelated to vujie.net.
  - Similar results for erights.net

- Many blocked sites, for example torproject.org do get genuine DNS responses.

- Backing up these results by comparison with other forms of blocking is of great interest.
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Questions

- What are the legal and, importantly, ethical limits to what we can do in this area?
- What good services exist from which to “bounce” connections?
  - Specifically, public services rather than individual services.
- Have we missed anything obvious?
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